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Global coordination for the preservation of a common good, such as climate, is one of the
most prominent challenges of modern societies. In this manuscript, we use the framework
of evolutionary game theory to investigate whether a polycentric structure of multiple
small-scale agreements provides a viable solution to solve global dilemmas as climate
change governance. We review a stochastic model which incorporates a threshold game
of collective action and the idea of risky goods, capturing essential features unveiled in
recent experiments. We show how reducing uncertainty both in terms of the perception
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of disaster and in terms of goals induce a transition to cooperation. Taking into account
wealth inequality, we explore the impact of the homophily, potentially present in the
network of inﬂuence of the rich and the poor, in the diﬀerent contributions of the players.
Finally, we discuss the impact of polycentric sanctioning institutions, showing how such
a scenario also proves to be more eﬃcient than a single global institution.
Keywords: Governance; cooperation; complex systems; game theory; stochastic processes.
AMS Subject Classiﬁcation: 22E46, 53C35, 57S20
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1. Introduction
Polycentric governance is based on the concurrent learning and action of multiple
agents that pursue their interests and that act at a smaller scale than that of the
problem at stake.1–3 In cases when a central, top-down, large-scale agreement or
treaty fails to be sought, the polycentric approach has been invoked2 as a possible
means to mitigate the issue or to pave way to a global solution, bringing progress
to the stalled process of resolution. We use the powerful framework of evolutionary
game theory (EGT) to investigate whether this possibility provides a viable solution, that is, whether polycentricity can be used to solve global dilemmas. In this
context, we focus on N -person public goods games (PGG), and on the mechanisms
that act to uphold cooperation based on joint decisions made by groups. EGT makes
use of the learning process of a multiplicity of interacting agents, facing problems of
cooperation. The individuals in these populations are able to revise their strategies
depending on their outcome but they have limited information, observing only the
acts of others and their ﬁnal or average outcome, without ever knowing the whole
process: this is a challenging setup for cooperation, making it hard to strive. In
what follows we show that polycentricity allows for cooperation to emerge even in
this adverse scenario.
Despite scientiﬁc consensus of its negative impacts in many natural ecosystems,
with immediate consequences in human life,4–6 climate change is one of the examples in which global treaties have failed so far and polycentricity comes up as an
alternative. The dilemma over climate issues comes from the fact that regions or
nations are tempted to make no eﬀort themselves, while reaping the beneﬁt from the
possible eﬀorts of others. Besides this dilemma, akin to many others that humans
face, cooperation is sought by world leaders reuniting every year and trying to reach
some consensus. The failure of these global summits has been attributed to many
factors, of which we distinguish: (i) overall perception of risk is too small, with
decision-makers not taking fully into account the eﬀects of missing the targets and
discounting7 its eﬀects; (ii) (scientiﬁc/political) uncertainties regarding the exact
values of the targets to be met;8–14 (iii) conﬂicting policies between rich and poor
parties, with a possible segregation of behaviors involving developed countries, on
one side, and developing countries, on the other; and (iv) absence of institution(s)
to monitor and sanction those not abiding to agreements. Here we show how a
polycentric approach may ameliorate the impact of this plethora of eﬀects.
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With this in mind, our base model considers a threshold N -person game, in
which individuals have to contribute a minimum to eﬀectively contribute to reduce
green-house-gas (GHG) emissions, facing two kinds of uncertainty: uncertainty in
the outcome and uncertainty in the threshold that deﬁnes the collective goal to be
met. The ﬁrst uncertainty concerns the risk that eﬀective eﬀorts prove worthless,
meaning that even if the threshold is not met there may still be a chance that
nothing catastrophic happens and everyone keeps whatever they have; an eﬀective
value attributed to this risk allows EGT to operate for a population under a given
risk perception: high levels of risk perception translate into a calculus where existing
beneﬁts will likely be lost when contributions are below the threshold, the opposite
happening otherwise. The second uncertainty concerns the amount of contributions
required for individuals to be sure to retain whatever they have.
In Secs. 2 and 3, we analyze the combined impact of each of these uncertainties when agreements are set at various scales, showing how a polycentric
approach to such a global problem helps in reducing the detrimental eﬀect created
by uncertainty. Subsequently, in Sec. 4, we augment the base model by splitting
the population into two wealth classes: those with high endowments, metaphorically representing the rich, and those with low endowments, representing the poor
describing the feedback dynamics between the poor and the rich, and how it acts
to build up or diminish the chances of reaching cooperation in each class. We allow
these classes to (partially or totally) segregate their behavior, and hence we study
the impact of homophily between these classes. Finally, in Sec. 5, we investigate the
impact of diﬀerent kinds of sanctioning institutions to regulate the contribution to
GHG reduction, and explain how those institutions created locally, with a smaller
range of eﬀect, have a sizeable impact on the overall eagerness to cooperate.

2. Eﬀect of Risk and Scale
On the issues of environmental sustainability and mitigation of the impacts of climate change, one must not overlook uncertainty. Especially when looking at Environmental Agreements, which are typically non-binding,8,15 uncertainty becomes
ubiquitous, as collective investment and its forecast becomes truly unknown:
whether it is due to political hesitation or to reservations regarding reversibility, the
timings, goal temperatures and even consequences of GHG-induced climate change.
Whereas the former are somehow manageable, through negotiation and research,
the latter, since it refers to future events, leads to a lot more discussion resulting
in (or from) a mindset in which the possibility that nothing damaging happens is
non-negligible. Thus, the study of collective action cannot be detached from the
overall perception of risk conveyed by climate change,16,17 a remark that has been
reinforced by recent experiments12,18 and which our base model captures as we
show next.19–23
We consider a population of Z individuals that are randomly sampled from a
population and assembled into groups of size N . Each group is set to play a game
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in which a target of M contributions is to be met. Each individual starts with an
initial endowment b that can be used to contribute. We start with only two kinds
of players: those whose strategy is to contribute (only) to the public good, paying
a cost c, the Cooperators (Cs), and those who do not, Defectors (Ds). Consider the
possibility that a given group does not reach the predetermined threshold: we call
risk, r, the probability of losing the endowment in that situation (0 ≤ r ≤ 1), such
that r = 0 means that endowments will never be lost, whereas r = 1 means that
loss of the endowment is certain. Hence, the payoﬀs of players in a group with k Cs
(and N − k Ds) can be written as
ΠD (k) = bP + (1 − r)b(1 − P ),
ΠC (k) = ΠD (k) − c

(2.1)

with P standing for the probability that the group achieves the threshold and 1 − P
the probability that it does not. We start with the case when there is no uncertainty
δ in the threshold, δ = 0. In that case, P = Θ(k − M ), where Θ(x) is the Heaviside
function that is 1 for x ≥ 0 and 0 otherwise. In Sec. 3, we relax this assumption.
Group interactions give individuals a certain payoﬀ, depending on their strategy,
whose average value we designate by ﬁtness. We compute the ﬁtness in a well-mixed
scenario (the mean-ﬁeld approximation), where each individual as a ﬁxed (same)
probability of interacting with all others and, in a population with i Cs (and Z − i
Ds), is given by
−1  

N
−1 

Z −1
i
Z −i−1
ΠD (k),
fD (i) =
N −1
j
N −1−j
j=0
(2.2)
−1 


N
−1 

Z −1
i−1
Z −i
ΠC (k + 1).
fC (i) =
N −1
j
N −1−j
j=0

Assuming that time evolves in discrete steps, at every step one individual A
compares her/his average payoﬀ with that of another randomly chosen individual B and, the larger the payoﬀ of individual B, selected as role model, the
more likely it is that A imitates her/his behavior, with a probability given by
p(A, B) = (1 + eβ(fA −fB ) )−1 , where β controls for learning errors (being usually
associated, in the realm of evolutionary dynamics, with the intensity of natural
selection). Additionally, individuals can explore the other strategies due to other
exogenous factor(s) — technically equivalent to a mutation — controlled by µ. If we
let iA (iB ) be the number of individuals with strategy A(B), then the probability
that an individual with strategy A changes to the (diﬀerent) strategy of B is


iB
iA
(1 − µ)p(A, B) + µ .
(2.3)
TA→B =
Z Z −1
The conﬁguration of the population will evolve according to a birth–death process
in discrete time, a time-independent Markov process, allowing us to describe the
dynamics by means of a Markov chain characterized by the transition probabilities
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from a state with i Cs (and Z − i Ds) to a state with i Cs, Ti ,i . The nonzero
transitions are written in Eq. (2.4).
Ti+1,i = TD→C ,
Ti−1,i = TC→D ,

(2.4)

We analyze the stationary distribution, given by the eigenvector of matrix Ti ,i ,
corresponding to the eigenvalue one.24 Additionally, we compute the most likely
direction of evolution of the system (also called the gradient of selection20,23,25 )
as the ﬁrst Kramers–Moyal coeﬃcient of the expansion of the M-Equation of the
process (the so-called drift term). The remaining coeﬃcients tend to zero as the
population increases which means that it governs the dynamics in very large populations.26,27 This coeﬃcient is computed as the diﬀerence of the probabilities that
the number of individuals of a given strategy goes up and that it goes down, in
each independent direction. In this case, it is just g(i) = Ti+1,i − Ti−1,i .
Figure 1 depicts the dynamics and average behavior of a population of individuals for diﬀerent values of risk for a dilemma played in groups of diﬀerent sizes.
Naturally, in the absence of risk of disaster, there is no point in contributing and
thus, apart for random contributions due to some exogenous reason, the dynamics will favor the demise of Cs, with the gradient of selection being always negative. As the risk increases, it leads to the emergence of two roots of the gradient,
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Ti,i = 1 − TD→C − TC→D .
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Fig. 1. (Color online) Eﬀect of risk and scale of the agreement. Evolution occurs in populations
for diﬀerent values of risk and group size (N ). The dotted lines represent the average fraction
of Cs. The solid and dashed lines, together with the arrows, are determined by the gradient of
selection which rules the deterministic dynamics. Following the average fraction of Cs, one ﬁnds
a rapid transition for a critical value of risk, below which there is no cooperation. This transition
is triggered by the appearance of a stable ﬁxed point in the deterministic dynamics. The blue and
red data denote groups of diﬀerent sizes, with larger groups being less cooperative both in the
value of the transition and in the level of cooperation for high risk. Model parameters: Z = 200,
M = N/2, b = 1, c = 0.1, β = 5, µ = 1/Z.
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corresponding to unstable and stable mixed internal equilibria in the deterministic
dynamics: a coordination between individuals to cooperate is necessary before a
stable fraction is able to be robust to changes in strategy. Above a critical value,
the average fraction of Cs will increase steadily. Furthermore, under high-risk, this
collective coordination becomes easier to achieve and the ﬁnal level of cooperation
is also higher. These results, together with available behavioral experiments,12,18
demonstrates the key role played by risk perception in favoring the dynamics of Cs.
Given the extending intrinsic global nature of the problem at stake, it is natural
to extend this analysis to diﬀerent group sizes. Larger group sizes implicitly consider
less partitioning and, thus, decisions that involve simultaneously a larger and larger
fraction of the population. In practice, one can think about group size as the scale at
which the decision is being made: smaller group sizes consider several local decisions
as opposed to a single large group with the world’s fate on its hands. In this model
we have not established any relation between the level at which the decision is
happening and the risk perception, considering both independent parameters. With
this in mind, we can compare, for a given level of risk, if larger groups do better or
worse than small ones.
Figure 1 covers two diﬀerent group sizes with a threshold ﬁxed at half of Cs in
the group and it is very clear that smaller groups do better. Not only the transition
into a level of high cooperation happens for a lower value of risk for the smaller group
but also the overall level that Cs attain is higher. Our results conﬁrm that when
the group size becomes comparable to the population size (N = Z), cooperation is
eﬀectively harder to achieve, suggesting that present world summits may set harder
conditions for cooperation than, for instance, a combination of multiple, small-scale,
agreements.20 This eﬀect becomes particularly relevant when collective perception
of risk is low, and when economic, and technologic constraints still require sizeable
costs from the parties involved, as it is most likely the case in climate negotiations.
3. Threshold Uncertainty
As discussed, the role played by uncertainties associated with incomplete information regarding targets is an unavoidable issue. Experiments observed that threshold uncertainty is detrimental to cooperation.13,14 This is distinguishable from risk,
since it acts not on the consequence of not achieving the threshold but on the
threshold itself. Here, we show how our model captures this feature. With all else
kept the same, we now introduce variability on the threshold which is now being
sampled from a uniform distribution with range [M − δ/2, M + δ/2] (other distributions would produce identical results), leading to a change in P , in Eq. (2.1), such
 M+δ/2
that P = M−δ/2 1δ Θ(k − m)dm, which is 0 for k < M −δ/2, 1 for k ≥ M +δ/2, and
1
δ (k − M + δ/2) otherwise. This changes the average payoﬀs of the players, and necessarily their behavior, introducing a region where individuals cannot know what
will happen. This region volume in the number space of Cs is δ. Looking at Fig. 2,
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Fig. 2. (Color online) Eﬀect of threshold uncertainty. The solid (dashed) lines correspond to
stable (unstable) ﬁxed points in the deterministic dynamics. The color scheme represents the
time the population spends in each conﬁguration, given by the stationary distribution. Model
parameters: Z = 200, N = 5, M = N/2, b = 1, c = 0.1, r = 0.4, β = 5, µ = 1/Z. We represent
uncertainty as δ/N .

we see that when uncertainty increases the probability that the population remains
in the state with high levels of cooperation drops. This corroborates the impetus of
the recent report of the Intergovernmental Panel for Climate Change28 emphasizing
research in order to narrow down the amount of threshold uncertainty, namely
indicating that humans are the main cause of climate change and, consequently,
our actions directly aﬀect the levels needed to reach the targets.
4. Eﬀect of Homophily and Wealth Inequality
Besides risk and uncertainty, lack of consensus in climate summits has also been
attributed to conﬂicting policies between developed and developing countries. In
what follows, we introduce wealth inequality in the contributions to the Public
Good, mimicking the world’s patent wealth inequality and diversity of roles played
by diﬀerent countries. In the light of what was previously found in experiments,12,29
one might investigate how these roles inﬂuence both the distribution of contributions and the eﬀect of homophily in the behavioral dynamics.30,31 The economic
experiments involved groups of six students from western, educated, industrialized,
rich, and democratic (WEIRD) countries and were performed using the PGG we
described before, introducing diﬀerent kinds of players: rich and poor, whose initial
endowment was higher and lower, respectively. All groups were now composed by
three poor individuals and three rich individuals, and showed that in some cases
rich would compensate for the smaller tendency to cooperate by the poor, mostly
when binding agreements were monitored along the way. In our model, we consider
a population with a 1:4 distribution of rich to poor players, roughly reﬂecting the
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present-day status in what concerns the wealth asymmetry of nations. Additionally,
instead of a perfectly well-mixed imitation, we allow for the two classes of wealth
to limit individuals sphere of inﬂuence,32–34 what is often called homophily32–34 :
high homophily means rich (poor) players only inﬂuence and are inﬂuenced by
rich (poor) players, whereas low homophily means every player is equally likely to
inﬂuence every other player, independently of their wealth status.
More speciﬁcally, when we introduce wealth inequality, we spill the Z individuals
into ZR rich and ZP = Z − ZR poor; b and c, in Eq. (2.1), now depend on the class,
with bR (bP ) and cR (cP ) standing for the initial endowment and cost paid by the
rich (poor), respectively. The payoﬀs of the classes X = R, P are thus written as
ΠX
D (kR , kP ) = bX P + (1 − r)bX (1 − P),
X
ΠX
C (kR , kP ) = ΠD (kR , kP ) − cX .

(4.1)

The diﬀerent contributions must now add up to a certain value, which implies a
change in P and, since we study the eﬀect in the absence of threshold uncertainty,
in a group with kR rich Cs and kP poor Cs
P = Θ(kR cR + kP cP − M c̄),

(4.2)

with Zc̄ = ZR cR + ZPcP . The two classes also introduce a splitting in the sampling
for the calculus of the ﬁtness. In the results presented, we do not restrict the fraction
of rich and poor in the groups, despite the results being robust to that change.
fDR (iR , iP ) =

−1−j 
N
−1 N

j=0

fCR (iR , iP ) =

−1−j 
N
−1 N

j=0

fDP (iR , iP ) =

=

l=0

−1 

 
Z −1
iR − 1 iP
Z − iR − iP
ΠR
C (j + 1, l),
N −1
l
N −1−j−l
j

−1−j 
N
−1 N

j=0

fCP (iR , iP )

l=0

−1   

Z −1
iR
iP
Z − iR − iP − 1 R
ΠD (j, l),
N −1
j
l
N −1−j −l

l=0

−1   

Z −1
iR
iP
Z − iR − iP − 1 P
ΠD (j, l),
N −1
j
l
N −1−j −l

−1−j 
N
−1 N

j=0

l=0

−1  


Z −1
iR
iP − 1
Z − iR − iP
ΠP
C (j, l + 1).
N −1
j
N −1−j−l
l
(4.3)

The imitation dynamics occurs in two sub-populations, eventually restricted by
the homophily parameter, h, that incorporates the idea that individuals of a given
class X = P, R may be more likely to choose to imitate individuals of the same
class than individuals of the opposite class Y . Thus, we can build the transition
matrix such that going from a state with a given number of rich and poor Cs
(iR , iP ) to (iR , iP ), T(iR ,iP )(iR ,iP ) , can be written using T(iR ±1,iP )(iR ,iP ) = TR± and
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Fig. 3. Eﬀect of homophily in heterogeneous populations. The solid lines represent the total
average contribution per group normalized by the average maximum possible contribution of the
groups. The dashed and dotted lines correspond to the decoupling of the total contribution into
what is contributed by the rich and poor, respectively. Z = 200, ZR = 40, N = 6, M = 3cb̄, c = 0.1,
bR = 1.7, bP = 0.3, (b̄ = 1), β = 5, µX = 1/ZX .

T(iR ,iP ±1)(iR ,iP ) = TP± , with
+
TX

−
TX

ZX − iX
=
Z



iX
p(DX , CX )
Z − 1 − hZY


(1 − h)iY
p(DX , CY ) (1 − µX ) + µX ,
+
Z − 1 − hZY

ZX − iX
iX
=
p(CX , DX )
Z
Z − 1 − hZY


(1 − h)(ZY − iY )
+
p(CX , DY ) (1 − µX ) + µX .
Z − 1 − hZY

(4.4)

Figure 3 shows that, under the premises of our model, and in agreement with
existing experiments,12,29 the rich generally contribute more than the poor. This
eﬀect is even stronger in the presence of high homophily, given that the contribution
of the poor is very sensitive to homophily and tends to go down in that case. This,
in turn, means that the rich will often compensate for the lower contribution of
the other class, a feature which will happen to a limited extent, being dependent
on risk. Overall, this also indicates that homophily, if widespread, may lead to a
collapse of cooperation, especially in the transition of low to high risk.
5. Sanctioning Institutions
To conclude the list of eﬀects we proposed to address, we explore the eﬀects of global
punishment institutions versus locally arranged ones and investigate at which scale
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sanctioning should happen.35 Naturally, given the pros and cons of some procedures against others, agreeing on the way punishment should be implemented is far
from reaching a consensus.36 Here, we discuss two conﬁgurations. Institutions need
not be global (such as the United Nations), supported by all members willing to
punish/sanction, or punishers, that overview all group interactions in the population; they may also be local, group-wide institutions, created to enforce cooperation
within a particular group of individuals. While the establishment of global institutions will depend on the total number of punishers in the population, setting up
local institutions relies solely on those that exist within a group. Moreover, one
does not expect that all the parties (e.g. countries, regions or cities) will be willing
to incur a cost in order to sanction others, despite being willing to undertake the
necessary measures to mitigate the climate change eﬀects (or, in the language used
so far, to cooperate). In other words, one may expect to witness, in general, the
three behaviors simultaneously in the population. Figure 2 represents these three
behaviors, cooperate, defect and punish as C, D and P providing an overall portrayal of the evolutionary dynamics of the population, in the presence of these three
possible behaviors.
With this in mind, in this last section we go back to a population comprising
players of the same average wealth and explore the eﬀects of this additional strategy,
the punishers (Ps). As before, Cs, but also, Ps contribute a certain fraction of their
endowment, in order to reach a common goal, whereas Ds do not contribute. Ps
will also contribute to an institution incurring in an additional cost πt (punishment
tax) adding to that associated with cooperation. This cost is paid to the institution
to make it able to punish defectors by an amount πf (punishment ﬁne), whenever
the institution reaches a total of contributions MI πt . This creates a second game,
by introducing an additional eﬃciency threshold that must be achieved, now in
terms of punishers that contribute both to the public good and to the sanctioning
institution. Thus, the punishment pool, or institution, acts as a second-order public
good that indirectly increases the investment in the original public good, which, as
before, is seen as the health and stability of climate. This leads to a modiﬁcation of
the payoﬀs in Eq. (2.1) such that for a group with kC Cs, kP Ps and N − kC − kP
Ds the payoﬀs are
ΠD (kC , kP ) = bP + (1 − r)b(1 − P) − Πscale ,
ΠC (kC , kP ) = bP + (1 − r)b(1 − P) − c,

(5.1)

ΠP (kC , kP ) = ΠC (kC , kP ) − πt
with P = Θ(kC + kP − M ) and the scale being either local or global. In the ﬁrst
case, Πlocal = πf Θ(kP − MI ) and in the later Πglobal = πf Θ(iP − MI ), with iP being
the number of punishers in the whole population. The averages are also computed
with the hypergeometric sampling for a given number of Cs, iC and Ps, iP (and
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Ds, iD = Z − iC − iP ) in the population:
fD (iC , iP ) =

N
−1 N −1−j

 1
j1 =0

fC (iC , iP ) =

−1   

Z −1
iC
iP
Z − iC − iP − 1
N −1
j1
j2
N − 1 − j1 − j2

× ΠD (j1 , j2 ),
N
−1 N −1−j

 1
j1 =0
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N
−1 N −1−j

 1  Z − 1 −1 iC iP − 1 Z − iC − iP 
fP (iC , iP ) =
N −1
j2
j1
N − 1 − j1 − j2
j =0 j =0
1

2

× ΠP (j1 , j2 + 1).

(5.2)

Fig. 4. (Color online) Eﬀect of local versus global sanctioning institutions. Left panels represent
the dynamics with local institution and right panels the dynamics with global institutions, with
the orange line representing the threshold in the creation of the institution. The top panels are
evaluated for low risk and the bottom panels for high risk. The gradient of selection is represented
as a stream indicating in each point the most likely direction and which corresponds, in the
deterministic dynamics, to paths of the behavior of the population. Z = 200, µ = 0.05, N = 8,
M = 6, c = 0.1, b = 1, β = 5, MI = 25%, πt = 0.03, πf = 0.3, r = 0.2 (low risk), r = 0.5 (high
risk).
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Finally, the transitions that build the transition matrix are given by the transition between any pair of strategies. The probability that an individual with strategy
A = C, D, P changes to another strategy, B, is given by Eq. (2.3), with the mutation term iA /Zµ now divided by two. This, again, allows us to build the transition
matrix from which the stationary distribution is extracted.
Figure 4 contains the key elements of the dynamics of this complex system.
The local institutions are always more eﬃcient than the global one. In the depicted
case, the local institutions are able to cancel the eﬀect of the attractor close to
conﬁguration where everyone defects, pushing the population to a cooperative state
with the average number of punishers just over the threshold. On the other hand,
the global institution keeps that attractor, since it exists when the institution is
not working. For high risk though, the institution seems to work quite on the verge,
allowing for sequences of small invasions of defectors before becoming eﬀective,
creating three areas of behavior: full defection, on one side and, on the other, full
cooperation with enough punishers to maintain the institution which sequentially
goes to a mixed state of defectors and Cs that goes back to an eﬀective institution.
Thus, local institutions act as a second-order public good, thus being more eﬀective
locally.

6. Conclusions
Our approach deﬁnes a mathematical framework to study what has been coined
as polycentric governance2 based on empirical work on ﬁsheries.1 Our results show
that high levels of cooperation can indeed be reached globally via such a polycentric
approach, when a multiplicity of small groups face local dilemmas.20,23 However,
this mechanism is not bullet proof and suﬀers from fragilities which are of the same
stance as those stemming from the usual top-down approach. We discuss this in the
context of climate change negotiations and introduce four of the main issues that
are pointed as causes to their failure. We show how uncertainty is a key factor to
this threshold game, whether in terms of the perception of disaster or in terms of the
targets to be met. Both low levels of risk perception or high threshold uncertainty
induce a critical transition into a state where everyone involved ceases to cooperate.
Additionally, we consider the possibility that individuals have diﬀerent abilities to
contribute, taking into account wealth inequality. We show how homophily in terms
of the network of inﬂuence of the rich and the poor leads to an added eﬀort from
the rich and, in some cases, to a collapse of cooperation. In any of these cases, all
of which are detrimental to cooperation, the cooperative state is more robust the
smaller the groups, an observation that strongly supports the polycentric approach.
Finally, we study the possibility of supervision of these dilemmas via institutions
and again pose the question of at which scale should it be implemented, comparing,
in the setup of EGT, the eﬃciency of a global institution overviewing all interactions
versus that of locally arranged ones. Our results show that polycentric sanctioning
is more eﬃcient in monitoring the multiple interactions.
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In any case, the chance of failing to solve the climate change problem is still very
high, something slightly amended whenever demanding thresholds are adopted.20,23
Moreover, if intermediate tasks are designated,29 or if individuals have the opportunity to pledge their contribution before actual action,12 cooperation is also more
prominent. Nonetheless, some of these results need to be tested in the ﬁeld. This
should happen not only in terms of their validity but also in order to pursue the
identiﬁcation of the critical parameters that deﬁne the regime we are in. How close
are we to the transition in terms of risk perception in a speciﬁc issue? How much
can we reduce threshold uncertainty? Up to which scale can we implement local
institutions and keep the cost:size proportionality? Answering these practical questions is what, ultimately, will render feasible the empirical implementation of our
results.
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